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Then the depreciation cost of these things is astonishingly high. Depreciation of 10 million a
year is easy, and the maintenance cost of the entire villa and various equipment is also tens
of millions, plus the salary of the personnel, which is absolutely astronomical.
In other words, if a villa is left there and left untouched, 20 million will be thrown in a year.
If he goes there twice a year, the expenses will have to increase a lot.
After five years of calculation, the original value of 70 million villas may indeed rise, to 100
million, or even a little over 100 million.
However, the maintenance costs and depreciation costs that have been invested in these
five years are at least more than one billion yuan.
When I bought it for 100 million, it cost more than 100 million. In the end, it could only be
sold for a little over 100 million. Can this be regarded as a fart investment?

Before, it was because the Wade Family had money, so he spent hundreds of millions or
even more than a billion yuan a year through various means, which was nothing in the
Wade Family, so the old man didn’t bother to pursue it.
But now if he were to be in charge of the Patrick Wade family’s business, it would be
equivalent to arranging a pig to be the boss of a group of ants. Can the pig be the boss
first? This group of ants is exhausted. A little grain, even if you don’t eat a bite, you may not
be able to feed him enough.
Will Wade had also heard about Corran’s level for a long time. At this moment, he was
afraid that Corran would really go to his home and exhaust all the fortunes he had
accumulated for so many years, so he didn’t care about Charlie’s guilt, so he knelt on the
ground and confessed repeatedly: ” Patriarch, I was wrong… I confess to you… My son
Patrick Wade has been making decisions in our family for several years! I lied to you just
now because I still have selfish intentions and want my son to go back and preside over the
overall situation. …I now know that I was wrong…Please punish…”

Patrick Wade also paled with fright, and blurted out: “Patriarch… please let my father go
back to run the family business. I will stay in the country and give my best to my master!”
Charlie’s expression instantly became cold and cold, and he sternly reprimanded: “You are
so bold! Fleeing overnight, and now instead of repenting, you are still lying here! It seems
that you collateral branches are in your heart. I really don’t take the master’s house
seriously!”
When Will Wade heard this, he shuddered in shock, and quickly pleaded: “Patriarch…I was
just a momentary confusion, and didn’t take the master’s family seriously… After all, our
collateral branches can have today. From the master’s house…”
Charlie snorted coldly, looked at everyone, and said loudly: “The previous peaceful and
prosperous age covered up too many problems in the Wade Family, and also covered too
much dirt in the Wade Family! If it weren’t for this catastrophe, I would have thought that
the Wade Family was Really prosperous and prosperous! It seems that it is all just a
hypocritical appearance!”
Having said that, Charlie cleared his throat and continued: “From now on, these problems
must be completely resolved! No matter whether your business is still related to the Wade
Family, everyone must put the interests of the master family first!”
“If you perform well, your original business with the Wade Family can continue, and the new
industry of the Wade Family will give you some room to participate in the future. My
purpose is nothing more than eight words. I will support you and support you. I!”
“But if you still go your own way, then I will not only cut off all business between the master
and you, but also count all the assistance and support the master has given you over the
years, and claim compensation based on interest calculated in a profitable way. , If I refuse
to accept the account, I have a way to clean up you!”
“Which of you has objections, you can raise them now!”
When everyone heard this, their expressions suddenly stunned, and they hurriedly stated
that they would behave well in the future.
Seeing that no one had any objections, Charlie continued: “Well, since you are all willing to
choose to perform well, then there is a tricky thing right now that requires you to work
together to share your worries for the master.”

Everyone looked at Charlie intently, wondering what the tricky thing Charlie said was.
Charlie said indifferently at this time: “The subordinates of the Wade Family are the same as
you. When they saw the Wanlong Palace killing the door, they ran away long ago. In the
future, there will be no subordinates available in the main family. Therefore, before the end
of this month, each of your family members must select two younger generations from the
immediate family to work for the master’s house! First fill in the gaps in the subordinates!”

